2016
SUMMER GROUPS
MOTOR COORDINATION GROUP
This group works on the timing in the brain and helps to enable the whole mind, body system to experience symmetrical
flow. Helping kids with: Concentrating * Comprehending * Coordination * Following Directions * Organization * Focus &
Memory * Speaking clearly * Attention Span * Playing With Other Children * Sitting, Balancing, Walking * Writing
Legibly * Avoiding Temper Tantrums

SOCIAL SKILLS GROUP
This group is designed to encourage social, reciprocal and communicative skills in a playful atmosphere. Emphasis will
be placed on sharing, turn taking, parallel and cooperative play.

HANDWRITING WITHOUT TEARS
The Handwriting Without Tears® curriculum draws from years of innovation and research to provide developmentally
appropriate, multi-sensory tools and strategies. The program follows research that demonstrates children learn more
effectively by actively doing, with materials that address all styles of learning.

FEEDING GROUP
This group will focus on improving tolerance of new foods, enhancing oral motor skills, and increasing self-feeding abilities through play based interventions. We may use a variety of approaches including; SOS, Beckman, Picky eating Hierarchy and Talk tools.

SENSORY GROUP
This group is designed to enhance strength, endurance, sensory processing and respiratory control. It also impacts fine
motor skills, self-regulation, social skills and improves coordination. We will be making therapy fun by jumping, swinging, and having some messy play while teaching the children what is too much or not enough and how to communicate
their needs using the Alert system.

FINE MOTOR GROUP
This group will work to enhance visual skills for reading, writing, scanning the environment. It will also address fine motor
skill development for handwriting and activities to develop good fundamentals for daily living.

BIKE GROUP
This group is designed for parents & children to learn the techniques, tips and tricks for success in getting your child up
& riding without training wheels and ready for SUMMER FUN!!!!

WE CREATE CLASSES BASED ON THE INTEREST & NEED
WE WILL HOLD A CLASS WITH AT LEAST 4 REGISTERED
CALL NOW TO GET ON THE LIST FOR THE NEXT CLASS

248-684-9610
WWW.KIDSINMOTIONMI.COM

